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We define a set of boundary conditions that ensure the presence of a null hypersurface with the
essential characteristics of a horizon, using the formalism of weakly isolated horizons as a guide. We
then determine the diffeomorphisms that preserve these boundary conditions, and derive a dynamical
action for these diffeomorphisms in a neighbourhood of the horizon. The action is similar to that
of Liouville theory, and the equation of motion of the gravitational degrees of freedom approaches
that of a free two-dimensional conformal field in the near-horizon region.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Ever since the work of Bekenstein[1], who posited that
black hole horizons have entropy, and Hawking[2], who
showed that horizons can emit radiation, it has generally
been accepted that black holes are thermodynamic ob-
jects. It was later shown that these characteristics are
shared by other types of horizons, such as cosmological
deSitter horizons and even acceleration horizons[3].
A central problem in studying the thermodynamic
properties of horizons has been to determine the micro-
scopic theory that accounts for the entropy and temper-
ature of horizons, as well as the phenomenon of Hawk-
ing radiation. The derivation of the Bekenstein-Hawking
entropy is generally taken to be a criterion for testing
the validity of a theory of quantum gravity, and in recent
years the well-known formula for the entropy of a horizon
has been obtained using a wide variety of techniques (see
[4] for a review). These techniques are based on many
different theories, such as string theory[5], and loop quan-
tum gravity[6], but none of them is wholly satisfactory.
For example, computations using loop quantum gravity
depend on a parameter called the Barbero-Immirzi pa-
rameter, whose value must be given as an additional in-
put into the theory. String theory computations have the
disadvantage that they must be carried out separately for
each different type of black hole: successfully computing
the entropy of a black hole in five dimensions does not
necessarily give any information about the entropy of a
black hole in four dimensions.
The very fact that so many approaches to the problem
of calculating the horizon entropy converge to the same
answer, raises the possibility that there is an effective de-
scription of the gravitational degrees of freedom at a hori-
zon that does not depend on the details of quantum grav-
ity. The work of Strominger and Carlip, among others, in
using the Cardy formula to calculate horizon entropy is
strong evidence in favour of this idea[7]. The applicablity
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of the Cardy formula relies on determining the symme-
tries that govern the gravitational degrees of freedom in a
spacetime with a horizon[8]. Most works that have used
this approach to derive the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy
have used physically motivated boundary conditions at
a horizon or at infinity to find these symmetries, by de-
riving the diffeomorphisms that preserve these boundary
conditions[9–12]. The striking feature of this method is
that a classical conformal symmetry can be enough to
determine the entropy, without knowing anything about
the underlying quantum theory, lending support to the
notion that there is an effective description of the hori-
zon degrees of freedom that is independent of the true
theory of quantum gravity. Moreover, the appearance of
the Virasoro algebra suggests that this effective theory is
a two-dimensional conformal field theory (CFT).
There have also been attempts to determine the pre-
cise nature of the degrees of freedom at a horizon. It has
been suggested by Carlip that these degrees of freedom
are “would-be gauge” degrees of freedom: that is, diffeo-
morphisms that become dynamical at the horizon due to
the presence of boundaries or constraints. Dynamical ac-
tions have been derived for such would-be gauge degrees
of freedom at spatial infinity in AdS3 and AdS5, with
the former yielding a Liouville field theory[13], and the
latter a theory of four-dimensional conformal gravity[14].
Carlip has also derived the horizon entropy of the (2+1)-
dimensional BTZ black hole by deriving an action for
these “would-be gauge” degrees of freedom at the black
hole horizon[15].
In this work we identify similar degrees of freedom that
arise at a general horizon, by isolating diffeomorphisms
that preserve the characteristics of the horizon, and find-
ing a dynamical action for these diffeomorphisms in the
near-horizon limit. Most work on horizon entropy has
concentrated on black hole horizons, but there is good
reason to believe that all horizons have thermodynamic
properties[16]. We therefore use a formalism that covers
a very wide class of horizons. We find that the dynamical
action for the gravitational degrees of freedom describes
a two-dimensional theory that becomes a free 2D CFT
in an infinitesimal neighbourhood of the horizon. The
action is similar in form to the Liouville action.
2Earlier works have found a Liouville action for the
gravitational degrees of freedom at a horizon, either
choosing the dilaton field[17, 18], or the conformal
factor[19] to be the Liouville field. Both derivations as-
sume that the metric is spherically symmetric, and be-
gin with an ad hoc dimensional reduction to the r − t
plane. Furthermore, in [19] the final action is not ob-
tained from the Einstein-Hilbert action, but rather cho-
sen so that it will lead to the equation of motion for the
conformal field. Another approach has been to model the
near-horizon region of black holes with a 2-dimensional
Liouville-like effective theory, which is used to derive the
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy and the total flux of Hawk-
ing radiation[20]. In contrast to these works, this paper
directly relates the gravitational degrees of freedom at
the horizon to the diffeomorphisms that preserve horizon
boundary conditions, and we only integrate over the spa-
tial coordinates as a final step, after determining that the
leading order dynamics are in the r− t plane. Lastly, we
do not require the metrics to be spherically symmetric.
This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II we re-
view the formalism of isolated horizons, which will be
useful in defining boundary conditions at a horizon. In
Sec. III we describe the coordinate systems that we will
use in this paper. In Sec. IV we formulate the boundary
conditions that preserve the existence and characteris-
tics of a horizon, and provide physical motivations for
these boundary conditions. In Sec. V we derive the dy-
namical action for the diffeomorphism degrees of freedom
at a horizon that preserve these boundary conditions,
given certain conditions on the energy-momentum ten-
sor of any matter fields present. In Sec. VI we confirm
that our boundary conditions lead to a well-defined ac-
tion principle. In Sec. VII we generalize our results to
include a larger class of horizons. We conclude in Sec.
VIII.
II. ISOLATED HORIZONS
In this section we review the concept of isolated hori-
zons, which will be useful in setting up boundary con-
ditions that determine the existence and properties of
a horizon. As we are concerned with the local degrees
of freedom in a neighbourhood of the horizon, we will
use the definition of weakly isolated horizons as a
guide. This formalism describes horizons that are in equi-
librium, and has several features that make it suitable for
our purposes. We largely follow the approach of [21] and
[22].
Isolated horizons are null sub-manifolds ∆ of space-
time, with an intrinsic metric qab that is the pull-back of
the spacetime metric to ∆. A tensor qab on ∆ is defined
to be an inverse of qab if it satisfies qamqbnq
mn = qab.
The inverse is not unique, but all of the definitions and
constructions in the isolated horizon formalism are inde-
pendent of the choice of inverse. Given a null normal lµ
to ∆, the expansion θ(l) of l
µ is defined to be
θ(l) := q
ab∇alb. (1)
A weakly isolated horizon (WIH) is a sub-manifold ∆ of
a spacetime that satisfies the following conditions:
1. ∆ is topologically S2 × R and null,
2. Any null normal lµ of ∆ has vanishing expansion,
θ(l) = 0, and
3. All equations of motion hold at ∆ and the stress en-
ergy tensor Tµν is such that −T µν lν is future-causal
for any future directed null normal lµ.
Note that if Condition 2 holds for one null normal to ∆,
then it holds for all. WIHs generalize the definitions of
Killing horizons and apparent horizons, with the normal
vector lµ being analogous to a Killing vector, and the
requirement that θ(l) = 0 clearly being inspired by the
notion of trapped surfaces. However, the definition of a
WIH is given only at the horizon, and does not require a
Killing vector to exist even within an infinitesimal neigh-
borhood. Thus, WIHs allow for much greater freedom
in the dynamics of the matter and spacetime outside the
horizon, while preserving the essential characteristics of
the horizon itself.
The surface gravity of an isolated horizon is not
uniquely defined. However, given a normal vector lµ to
∆, there is a function κl such that
lµ∇µlν = κllν. (2)
It is always possible to choose a normal vector lµ such
that the corresponding κl is constant everywhere on ∆.
Therefore, κl may be interpreted as the surface gravity
of the horizon corresponding to lµ.
III. GAUSSIAN NULL COORDINATES AND
CONFORMAL COORDINATES.
In this section we introduce the coordinate systems
that we use in this work. The first set of coordinates
are known as Gaussian null coordinates (denoted
“GN coordinates”), and are analogous to Eddington-
Finkelstein coordinates in Schwarzschild spacetime[23].
In the neighbourhood of any smooth null hypersurface
∆, it is possible to define GN coordinates (u, r, xi) such
that the metric takes the form
ds2 = rFdu2 + 2dudr+2rhi dudx
i+gij dx
i dxj , (3)
where gij is positive definite, and F, hi, and gij are
smooth functions of (u, r, xi) that can be expanded in
powers of r. The null hypersurface is defined by r = 0,
and we have chosen a smooth, non-vanishing vector field
lµ that is normal to ∆, so that the integral curves of
lµ are the null geodesic generators of ∆ and we have
lµ = (∂/∂u)µ on ∆.
3Since an isolated horizon is a null hypersurface, we can
construct such a coordinate system in a neighbourhood
of any isolated horizon. In fact, in the neighbourhood
of the event horizon of a stationary black hole, or a sta-
tionary Killing horizon, we can define these coordinates
so that all the metric components are independent of u.
Extremal Killing horizons correspond to the case where
F has a simple root at r = 0, so that it has the form
F = rf(u, r, xi). We will consider only non-extremal
horizons, such that F |r=0 6= 0. We can then define a
non-zero surface gravity for the horizon, using the def-
inition (2) and taking the normal vector to the r = 0
hypersurface to be lµ := grµ. The surface gravity κ as-
sociated with this normal vector is − 12F |r=0.
To illustrate our general method, from now on we re-
strict ourselves to cases where hi = 0, and F = F (u, r),
so that the metric takes the form
ds2 = rFdu2 + 2dudr+gij dx
i dxj . (4)
Later we will return to study a much more general case,
where hi 6= 0 and F and hi are functions of (u, r, xi).
We will find that our results can be easily generalized,
so the current simplification is made only for clarity of
presentation: it will enable us to explain the important
principles of our work while ignoring inessential details.
Considering the simpler class of metrics of the form (4),
we can define conformal coordinates (x+, x−) in terms of
the coordinates (u, r) such that the metric takes the form
ds2 = 2g+− dx+ dx−+gij dx
i dxj , (5)
where g+− = e
σ(u,r) with σ(u, r) = ln r + σ0(u) + O(r).
Without loss of generality, we can require the GN coor-
dinates and the conformal coordinates to satisfy:
∂−u = 0, ∂rx+ = 0. (6)
We can also determine the useful relations:
∂+r = O(r), ∂−r = O(r). (7)
IV. HORIZON BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
In this section we use the definition of WIHs given in
Sec. II to formulate boundary conditions that preserve
the existence and characteristics of a horizon, and ex-
press these boundary conditions in the GN coordinates
and conformal coordinates described in Sec. III. We
then identify the diffeomorphisms that preserve these
boundary conditions. These diffeomorphisms can be in-
terpreted as the gravitational degrees of freedom at a
horizon, and in Sec. V we will derive a dynamical action
for them. We will eventually find that the action is simi-
lar to the of Liouville theory, and the equation of motion
of the gravitational degrees of freedom approaches that of
a free two-dimensional conformal field in the near-horizon
region.
To define the boundary conditions, we assume that we
have a weakly isolated horizon ∆ in our spacetime, and
that we can define GN coordinates in a neighbourhood of
∆ so that the horizon lies at r = 0 and the metric takes
the form in Eq.(4). The requirement that the horizon sat-
isfy θ(l) = 0 is equivalent to requiring ∂ugij = O(r). We
now apply an infinitesimal diffeomorphism ξ, and obtain
a new metric g′µν := gµν + Lξgµν . We then impose con-
ditions that preserve the essential characteristics of the
horizon by demanding that, after the diffeomorphism:
1. There is still a null hypersurface at r = 0. This
is equivalent to saying that g′uu (or, in conformal
coordinates, g′+−) has a simple root at r = 0.
2. In conformal coordinates, the metric remains in the
form given by Eq.(5), with g′+− = e
σ′(u,r) for some
σ′(u, r) = ln r + σ′0(u) +O(r).
3. The induced metric on the r = 0 hypersurface is be
preserved, so that g′ij = gij +O(r).
Each of these boundary conditions is physically moti-
vated. Condition 1 is necessary (but not sufficient) for
a WIH to still exist at r = 0 following the diffeomor-
phism. Condition 2 reflects the fact that the class of
horizons we are currently considering can all be written
in the form (5): thus, if the horizon remains intact af-
ter the diffeomorphism then the metric should remain in
the same form up to trivial diffeomorphisms. This con-
dition is analogous to the boundary conditions defining
asymptotically AdS spaces. The metric of any asymptot-
ically AdS space can be written in a special form, called
the Fefferman-Graham form[24]. Therefore the diffeo-
morphisms that keep the metric in Fefferman-Graham
form are the dynamical degrees of freedom at the spatial
infinity of an asymptotically AdS space[13, 14]. Finally,
Condition 3 is derived from the requirement that θ(l) = 0
for WIHs. In GN coordinates this requirement is equiv-
alent to ∂ugij = O(r). It follows that the induced metric
on the r = 0 hypersurface is a characteristic of the hori-
zon, as it remains constant along ∆. We therefore impose
that this characteristic of the horizon is preserved under
the diffeomorphism ξ, so that g′ij = gij+O(r). This con-
ditions also ensures that the null hypersurface at r = 0
continues to satisfy θ(l) = 0, so that we still have a WIH
at r = 0 following the diffeomorphism.
Working in conformal coordinates, we determine the
diffeomorphisms that satisfy the above conditions, and
find that they have the form:
ξ+ = ξ+(x+) +O(r) (8)
ξ− = ξ−(x−) +O(r)
ξi = O(r)
This form of ξ is extremely suggestive: the (x+, x−)
coordinates define a natural two-dimensional submani-
fold where our CFT will live, with infinitesimal confor-
mal transformations being given by x+ → x+ + ξ+(x+),
4x− → x− + ξ+(x−). We also see that the coordinate
x+ + x− transforms like the Liouville field. In the case
of a simple static horizon, this is the radial tortoise coor-
dinate. Thus the radial degree of freedom may play the
part of a Liouville-like field in the CFT at the horizon.
Under this diffeomorphism, the metric transforms as:
g′+− = g+−(1 + ∂+ξ
+ + ∂−ξ
− + ξ+∂+σ + ξ
−∂−σ) (9)
g′ij = gij + ξ
+∂+gij + ξ
−∂−gij
V. THE DYNAMICAL ACTION
In this section we derive a dynamical action for the
gravitational degrees of freedom at the horizon. Our gen-
eral procedure is as follows: we start with a background
metric gµν in the form (5). It is important to note that we
do not require gµν to satisfy Einstein’s equations (EEs):
we only require it to have a form such that it can satisfy
the EEs asymptotically in a region infinitesimally close
to the horizon, as r → 0. We explain what this means
more precisely below.
We will assume that the matter energy-momentum
tensor Tµν satisfies:
T+− =ˆ O(r
2) (10)
T++ =ˆ O(r
2) (11)
T−− =ˆ O(r
2) (12)
Tij =ˆ O(r), (13)
where “=ˆ” indicates that the constraint holds as r →
0 (We will return to these assumptions at the end of
this section and consider if they are reasonable. This is
certainly the case if there is no matter in the near-horizon
region, even if there are arbitrary distributions of matter
fields elsewhere.) Looking at the Einstein equation:
Rµν − 1
2
Rgµν + Λgµν = 8πGTµν (14)
for metrics of the form (5), this gives the following con-
ditions on the Ricci tensor:
R+− =ˆ O(r) (15)
R++ =ˆ O(r
2) (16)
R−− =ˆ O(r
2) (17)
R =ˆ
2nΛ
n− 2 +O(r) (18)
Evaluating the Ricci tensor for metrics of the form (5),
we find:
R+− = −∂+∂−σ +O(r) (19)
R++ = −gik(∂2+gik + ∂+σ∂+gik) +O(r2) (20)
R−− = −gik(∂2−gik + ∂−σ∂−gik) +O(r2) (21)
Rij = R˜ij − g+−∂+∂−gij +O(r), (22)
where R˜ij denotes the Ricci tensor derived from the in-
duced metric g˜ij := gij |r=0 on the r = 0 hypersurface.
From now on, given any tensor Aν1...νlµ1...µk , the notation
A˜ν1...νlµ1...µk will denote the corresponding tensor computed
using g˜ij . Details of the calculation are given in Appendix
A.
Comparing Eq.(15)-(18) to Eq. (19)-(22) shows that
in order for gµν to be capable of satisfying the EEs as
r → 0, we must have
∂+∂−σ =ˆ O(r) (23)
−gik(∂2+gik + ∂+σ∂+gik) =ˆ O(r2) (24)
−gik(∂2−gik + ∂−σ∂−gik) =ˆ O(r2) (25)
R− 2nΛ
n− 2 =ˆ O(r), (26)
The constraints (23)-(26) are necessary, but not suffi-
cient, for gµν to satisfy the EEs as r → 0. Therefore,
we are not requiring gµν to satisfy the EEs even in an
infinitesimal neighborhood of the horizon.
We apply a diffeomorphism ξ of the form (8) to the
background metric gµν , obtaining a new metric g
′
µν :=
gµν + Lξgµν . We then evaluate the Einstein-Hilbert ac-
tion for the new metric g′µν with the constraints (23)-(26)
applied to gµν in the near-horizon region, thus isolat-
ing the gravitational fluctuations about this background
that preserve the horizon. When evaluating the Einstein-
Hilbert action, everything is calculated from the new
metric, including the inverse metric and the metric de-
terminant, as the metric itself is the only dynamical field
in the problem. The final form of the action determines
the dynamics of the horizon degrees of freedom in an in-
finitesimal neighborhood of the horizon. As we do not
require gµν to satisfy the Einstein equations, we get a
non-trivial form for the action.
We begin with the Einstein-Hilbert action
IEH =
1
16πG
∫
dnx
√−g (R− 2Λ), (27)
and evaluate the action for the new metric g′µν . We see
from (9) that this metric has the form g′+− = (1+φ)g+−
and g′ij = gij + O(r), with φ given by
φ = ∂+ξ
+ + ∂−ξ
− + ξ+∂+σ + ξ
−∂−σ. (28)
This φ will end up being the dynamical degree of free-
dom in the near-horizon region. As we are interested in
the near-horizon region r → 0, and we are considering
infinitesimal diffeomorphisms, we work to leading order
in (r, φ). To second order in φ, the inverse metric g′
µν
has the form
g′
+−
= (1 − φ+ φ2)g+− (29)
g′
ij
= gij +O(r) (30)
We can now begin evaluating each of the terms necessary
to compute the Einstein-Hilbert action. First we find
5that √
−g′ = g′+−
√
g˜ +O(r2). (31)
Evaluating the Ricci tensor gives:
R′+− = −g′+−∂+∂−g′+− + (g′+−)2∂−g′+−∂+g′+−
− 1
2
g′
ij
∂−∂+g
′
ij +O(r
2) (32)
We can express this in terms of the field φ, and simplify
the result by applying the constraints (23)-(26) to the
background metric gµν . The details of the calculation
are given in Appendix B. We obtain:
R′+− = ∂+φ∂−φ
+ (1 + ∂−ξ
− + ∂+ξ
+)∂+∂−σ
+ ξ+∂2+∂−σ + ξ
−∂+∂
2
−σ
− 1
2
g′
ij
∂−∂+g
′
ij +O(r
2) +O(φ3, rφ2) (33)
We can also compute
R′ij = R˜
′
ij − g′+−∂+∂−g′ij +O(r) (34)
which can be simplified using results in Appendix B to
give
g′
ij
R′ij = g
ijR˜ij − g′ijg′+−∂+∂−g′ij +O(r) (35)
Putting together Eq. (33) and (35) to compute the entire
Einstein-Hilbert action, we get:
√
−g′(R′ − 2Λ) =
√
−g′
[
2g′
+−
R′+− + g
′ijR′ij
]
=
√
g˜
√
−gˆ
[
gˆab∂aφ∂bφ− φRˆ + λ(1 + φ)
]
=
√
g˜
√
−gˆ
[
∂aφ∂
aφ− φRˆ+ λ(1 + φ)
]
(36)
where the index a ∈ (+,−), gˆ is the induced metric on
the (x+, x−) submanifold, and λ :=
4Λ
n−2 . (In the case
n = 2 we have Λ = 0.) The Ricci scalar Rˆ is computed
from gˆ. Once again, details of the calculation are given
in Appendix B.
The first term in (36) is a kinetic term for φ, of or-
der O(φ2). The second term is a coupling term between
φ and the induced Ricci scalar Rˆ on the (x+, x−) sub-
manifold. As this term is multiplied by
√−gˆ = O(r), it
is of order O(rφ). Finally, we have a potential term of
the form (1+φ), which is also multiplied by
√−gˆ and is
thus of order O(r). All the remaining terms in (36) are
higher order in (r, φ) and are therefore not shown, as they
are sub-leading as r → 0. We find that all dependence
on the coordinates xi disappears except for the metric
determinant
√
g˜, so we can simply integrate over the xi
coordinates when calculating the action. We finally ob-
tain
Ihor =
a∆
16πG
∫
d2x
√
−gˆ
(
∂aφ∂
aφ− φRˆ + λ(1 + φ)
)
(37)
where a∆ is the cross-sectional area of the horizon, and
the variables of integration are (x+, x−). We note that
the action Ihor is very similar to the familiar Liouville ac-
tion with a background metric gˆab. The only differences
are the coefficient of the φRˆ coupling, and the fact that
we have a term of the form (1 + φ) instead of the famil-
iar eφ term in the Liouville action, as we are considering
infinitesimal diffeomorphisms.
The dynamics described by Ihor are very simple. The
non-kinetic terms in the action, although we have in-
cluded them in the Lagrangian, are O(r) and therefore
become irrelevant in the near-horizon region. The equa-
tion of motion for φ has the form
∂+∂−φ+O(r) = 0, (38)
so that φ becomes a free two-dimensional conformal field
in an infinitesimal neighbourhood of the horizon.
This is our main result: we have isolated the diffeo-
morphism degrees of freedom in a neighbourhood of a
horizon that preserve the essential characteristics of the
horizon, and derived a dynamical action for these degrees
of freedom. We find that the gravitational fluctuations in
the neighbourhood of a horizon are described by a two-
dimensional field theory similar to Liouville theory that
becomes conformal in the near-horizon region.
Our result clearly holds in all cases where there is no
matter in the near-horizon region. We can now con-
sider whether the assumptions (10)-(13) are justified even
when the near-horizon region contains matter. Recall
that we are starting with a background field configuration
defined by the metric gµν and any matter fields ψm that
are present in our spacetime, and Tµν is evaluated on the
background values of these fields. We assume that all the
fields can be expanded in powers of r, so that a general
field can be written as ψm = ψ
0
m(x
i) + rψ1m(x
i) + O(r2)
in the near-horizon region.
We first note that for metrics of the form (5), assump-
tions (11)-(12) are certainly very reasonable. A typical
term in the expression for T++ or T−− will either be pro-
portional to g++ or g−− and thus vanish, or contain two
derivatives of the matter fields with respect to x+ or x−,
which will give a term of O(r2) according to (7). Fur-
ther evidence for the reasonableness of this constraint
is provided by the work of Medved et al.[25, 26], who
have shown that purely geometric constraints in the near-
horizon region of a generic stationary horizon allow Tµν
to be written in block-diagonal form such that Tµν ∝ gµν
for µ, ν ∈ {+,−} and T+i = T−i = 0. Thus for a generic
stationary horizon we will actually have T++ = T−− = 0.
Assumptions (10) and (13) are more restrictive. Look-
ing at the form of the metric in (5), and the Einstein
equations (14), we see that we are basically requiring
the matter perturbations to be small enough in the near-
horizon region so that they have a sub-leading effect on
the dynamics of the metric. If we no longer impose these
assumptions, then the Einstein equations give
T+− = O(g+−) =ˆ O(r), (39)
6and in general we expect Tij =ˆO(1). Thus there may
be background field configurations that do not satisfy
our initial assumptions. But even in this more general
case, we see that we still preserve the conditions (15)-
(17) on the Ricci tensor, and therefore we obtain the
same constraints (23)-(25) on the metric as before. The
only constraint that changes is (26), which becomes:
R− 2nΛ− 16πGT
µ
µ
n− 2 =ˆ O(r) (40)
except in the case n = 2, when we have R =ˆO(r) as
before. Working through the derivation of the dynamical
action, we find that only the constraints (23)-(25) are
required until the very end of the computation, and thus
we obtain almost the same result as before:
√
−g′(R′ − 2Λ) =
√
g˜
√
−gˆ
[
∂aφ∂
aφ− φRˆ + λ(1 + φ)
− 16πG
n− 2T
µ
µ (1 + φ)
]
(41)
Comparing this to (36), we see that we once again obtain
a Liouville-like action, but with a modified potential term
for φ. We would have to know the precise form of Tµν be-
fore proceeding further. It is important to note, however,
that the dynamics of the field φ are unchanged by the ad-
dition of matter. The non-kinetic terms in the action are
still O(r), and therefore become irrelevant in the near-
horizon region, so that φ is still a free two-dimensional
conformal field in an infinitesimal neighborhood of the
horizon.
VI. BOUNDARY TERMS IN THE ACTION
In this section we confirm that the boundary conditions
defined in Sec. IV allow us to define a gravitational action
with a well-defined variational principle. The boundary
conditions at r = 0 are different from the usual boundary
conditions imposed at spatial infinity, and therefore the
Einstein-Hilbert action may gain a new boundary term
at ∆ that is different from the usual Gibbons-Hawking
term. It is known that the WIH boundary conditions
lead to a well-defined action principle[28, 29]: however,
we will derive the result independently, for two main rea-
sons. Firstly, our boundary conditions are slightly dif-
ferent from the standard WIH boundary conditions, and
thus may lead to a slightly different boundary term. And
secondly, as the WIH formalism is usually presented us-
ing the spin-connection form of the metric, the results
will be easier to understand if presented using our nota-
tion and coordinate system.
We can determine the boundary term by varying the
Einstein-Hilbert action[27]. The horizon is a null hyper-
surface, but we can still apply Stokes’s theorem as long
as the normal vector lα satisfies
1
n
ǫα1...αn = l[α1 ǫ˜α2...αn] (42)
where ǫ˜ is an induced volume form defined on ∆ and ǫ is
the natural volume form in the bulk. Upon varying the
Einstein-Hilbert action, we obtain the following term:∫
M
∇αvα =
∫
∆
vαl
α, (43)
where we have
vαl
α = lαgβγ [∇γ (δgαβ)−∇α (δgβγ)] (44)
We can evaluate the boundary term in conformal coor-
dinates for an arbitrary variation of the metric that is
allowed under our horizon boundary conditions given in
Sec. IV. We can choose lα = (∂/∂u)α, so that the only
non-zero components of lα are l+ and l− in conformal
coordinates. We obtain:
vαl
α = l+g+− [∇−(δg++)−∇+(δg+−)]
+ l+g−+ [∇+(δg+−)−∇+(δg+−)]
+ l−g+− [∇−(δg+−)−∇−(δg+−)]
+ l−g+− [∇+(δg−−)−∇−(δg+−)]
+ l+gij [∇j(δg+i)−∇+(δgij)]
+ l−gij [∇j(δg−i)−∇−(δgij)] (45)
Applying the horizon boundary conditions, we find that
vαl
α = −l+g+−∇+(δg+−)− l−g+−∇−(δg+−) +O(r)
And so:∫
∆
vαl
α =
∫
∆
−l+g+−∇+(δg+−)− l−g+−∇−(δg+−)
We can calculate:
∇+(δg+−) = ∂+(δg+−)− Γα++(δgα−)− Γα+−(δgα+)
= ∂+(δg+−)− Γ+++(δg+−)
= g+−∂+(∂+ξ
+ + ∂−ξ
− + ξ+∂+σ + ξ
−∂−σ)
and similarly,
∇−(δg+−) = g+−∂−(∂+ξ+ + ∂−ξ− + ξ+∂+σ + ξ−∂−σ)
This gives us:
vαl
α = −l+∂+(∂+ξ+ + . . . )− l−∂−(∂+ξ+ + . . . )
= −∂u(∂+ξ+ + . . . ) (46)
So finally we find:∫
∆
vαl
α =
∫
∆
−∂u
[
g+−δg+−
]
=
∫
∆
−1
2
∂uδ [Tr(gˆ)]
= δ
[
1
2
(Tr(gˆ)|u1 − Tr(gˆ)|u2)
]
(47)
where gˆ is the induced metric on the (x+, x−) sub-
manifold, and u1 and u2 are the values of the u-
coordinate at the endpoints of the segment ∆. However,
as the trace Tr(gˆ) of gˆ is constant along ∆, the boundary
term can actually be discarded altogether.
7VII. MORE GENERAL HORIZONS
Let us review what we have done so far. We have
considered horizons that can be written in the form (5),
and isolated the diffeomorphisms that preserve the exis-
tence and essential characteristics of such a horizon. We
have derived a dynamical action for these gravitational
degrees of freedom and found that they are described by
a Liouville-like theory in a neighborhood of the horizon,
which becomes a free 2D CFT as the radial distance r to
the horizon approaches zero.
In this section we show that a similar result holds
for a much larger class of horizons, by considering the
more general case where the GN coordinates in the
near-horizon region yield a metric of the form (3), with
hi = hi(u, r, x
i) 6= 0, and F = F (u, r, xi). Once again we
consider non-extremal horizons, with F |r=0 6= 0.
As before, we can define coordinates (x+, x−) in terms
of the coordinates (u, r) so that the metric takes the form
ds2 = 2g+−
(
dx+ dx−+h+i dx
+ dxi
)
+gij dx
i dxj , (48)
where g+− = e
σ(u,r,xi), and σ(u, r, xi) = ln r+σ0(u, x
i)+
O(r). The boundary conditions assuring the existence of
a horizon at r = 0 are almost the same as those given in
Sec. IV, except that now the metric is required to remain
in the form given by Eq.(48) rather than Eq.(5). Also, in
order to obtain a simple Liouville-type action, we have
to impose one more restriction on the class of metrics
under consideration: we require that ∂i∂+σ = O(r), so
that σ = ln r + σ0(u) + σ1(x
i) + O(r). As the form of
the functions h+i are left unrestricted, this still allows
us to describe a very large class of horizon metrics. For
example, all stationary horizons satisfy these conditions.
We find that the diffeomorphisms preserving these
boundary conditions have the same form as in Eq.(8).
This may seem surprising, as the form of the metric is
now much less restricted. And indeed, almost all of the
boundary conditions may be satisfied by more general
diffeomorphisms of the form {ξ+(x+), ξ−(x−, xi), 0, 0}.
However, if the metric must remain in the form (48),
then the factor g+− must be of the form g+− =
eln r+σ0(u,x
i)+O(r), with ∂i∂−σ = O(r). The need to pre-
serve this condition imposes ∂iξ
− = O(r). These bound-
ary conditions once again lead to a well-defined action
principle, with a constant boundary term in the Einstein-
Hilbert action that can be discarded as described in Sec.
VI.
We derive the dynamical action for the horizon degrees
of freedom in the same way as in Sec. V, beginning with
a background metric gµν of the form (48) and applying
an infinitesimal diffeomorphism ξ to obtain a new metric
g′µν := gµν + Lξgµν . The new metric has the form
g′+− = (1 + ∂+ξ
+ + ∂−ξ
− + ξ+∂+σ + ξ
−∂−σ)g+−
g′+i = ∂+ξ
+g+i + ∂iξ
−g+− + ξ
−∂−g+i + ξ
+∂+g+i
g′ij = ξ
+∂+gij + ξ
−∂−gij (49)
As we have already outlined the general method in Sec.
V, we will give the details of the remaining calculations
in Appendix C and only give the main results here. Eval-
uating the Ricci tensor for metrics of the form (48), we
find:
R+− = −∂+∂−σ +O(r) (50)
R−i =
1
2
(∂2−σh+i + ∂
2
−h+i + ∂−σ∂−h+i) +O(r) (51)
R+i =
1
2
(∂−σ∂+h+i + ∂+∂−h+i) +O(r) (52)
As before, we use the components of the Ricci tensor to
define fall-off constraints on the background metric gµν ,
assuming that the matter energy-momentum tensor in
the near-horizon region satisfies:
T+− =ˆ O(r
2) (53)
T−i =ˆ O(r) (54)
T+i =ˆ O(r) (55)
Tij =ˆ O(r) (56)
This gives the following constraints on the metric:
∂+∂−σ =ˆ O(r) (57)
∂2−σh+i + ∂
2
−h+i + ∂−σ∂−h+i =ˆ O(r) (58)
∂−σ∂+h+i + ∂+∂−h+i =ˆ O(r) (59)
R− 2nΛ
n− 2 =ˆ O(r) (60)
These conditions are necessary (but not sufficient) for gµν
to satisfy the Einstein equations as r→ 0.
We now evaluate the Einstein-Hilbert action for the
new metric g′µν and impose the fall-off constraints on the
background metric gµν . We work to leading order in
(r, φ), where φ is defined as
φ = ∂+ξ
+ + ∂−ξ
− + ξ+∂+σ + ξ
−∂−σ (61)
as before. Although σ (and therefore φ) is now a func-
tion of xi, the requirement that ∂i∂+σ = O(r) and
∂i∂−σ = O(r) means that to leading order φ is inde-
pendent of xi and may be considered as a field on the
(x+, x−) submanifold. We find that once again all the
dynamics in the xi coordinates disappear to O(r2), so
we can integrate over these coordinates. We eventually
obtain an action of the same form as Ihor given in (37)
for the field φ, but with a slightly different definition for
the parameter λ (see Appendix C for details.)
As before, our result clearly applies in the case where
there is no matter in the near-horizon region. And by
the same reasoning as in Sec. V, assumptions (54)-(55)
are likely to hold in very general cases, while assump-
tions (53) and (56) are more restrictive. There are likely
to be background field configurations of physical inter-
est where we have T+− =ˆO(r) and Tij =ˆO(1). But once
again, even in this more general case, we will still pre-
serve the constraints (57)-(59) on the metric, and the
8only constraint that changes is (60), which becomes:
R− 2nΛ− 16πGT
µ
µ
n− 2 =ˆ O(r) (62)
except in the case n = 2, when we have R =ˆO(r) as
before. Working through the derivation of the dynamical
action, we find that only the constraints (57)-(59) are
required until the very end of the computation, and thus
we obtain the same result as in Sec. V: the original
Liouville-like action is modified by a potential term for
φ proportional to T µµ , and we have to know the precise
form of Tµν before evaluating this term. Once again, the
dynamics of the field φ are unchanged by the addition
of matter, and φ still becomes a free two-dimensional
conformal field in an infinitesimal neighborhood of the
horizon.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have considered a very large class of horizons, in-
cluding cosmological and acceleration horizons, and have
explicitly derived the diffeomorphisms that preserve the
characteristics of a horizon in a neighbourhood of the
horizon. We then determined the dynamical action of
these diffeomorphisms, and found that these degrees of
freedom can be described by an effective two-dimensional
Liouville-like theory that becomes conformal infinitesi-
mally close to the horizon.
We can now use this theory to study the thermody-
namic properties of horizons. The form of Ihor is very
suggestive: the central charge of the theory will be pro-
portional to a∆, indicating that applying the Cardy for-
mula may yield the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. Now
that we have an explicit action for the horizon degrees of
freedom, it may also be possible to couple these degrees
of freedom to scalar field matter and reproduce Hawking
radiation.
Appendix A: The Ricci tensor
In this section we compute the components of the Ricci
tensor for a general metric of the form (5). We find:
R+− = ∂−Γ
+
++ − ∂−Γii+ − Γi−jΓji+
= −g+−∂+∂−g+− + (g+−)2∂−g+−∂+g+−
− 1
2
[
∂−(g
ik∂+gik) +
1
2
gimgjk∂−gjm∂+gik
]
= −g+−∂+∂−g+− + (g+−)2∂−g+−∂+g+− +O(r)
= −∂+∂−σ +O(r) (A1)
R++ = −∂+Γii+ + Γii+Γ+++ − Γj+iΓij+
= −gik∂2+gik + g+−gik∂+g+−∂+gik +O(r2)
= −gik(∂2+gik + ∂+σ∂+gik) +O(r2) (A2)
R−− = −∂−Γii− + Γii−Γ−−− − Γj−iΓij−
= −gik∂2−gik + g+−gik∂−g+−∂−gik +O(r2)
= −gik(∂2−gik + ∂−σ∂−gik) +O(r2) (A3)
Rij = R˜ij − g+−∂+∂−gij + Γkk+Γ+ij + Γkk−Γ−ij
− 2(Γ+jkΓk+i + Γkj+Γ+ki)
= R˜ij − g+−∂+∂−gij +O(r), (A4)
These equations lead to the constraints (23)-(26). We can
use (23)-(25) to obtain the following useful expression:
g′
ij
∂+∂−g
′
ij = g
′
+−g
+−gij∂+∂−gij +O(r
2) (A5)
To see this, we calculate:
g′
ij
∂−∂+g
′
ij − g′+−g+−gij∂−∂+gij
= gij
[
∂−∂+g
′
ij − g′+−g+−∂−∂+gij
]
= gij [∂−∂+gij − (1 + φ)∂−∂+gij + ∂−∂+(δgij)]
= gij
[−(∂+ξ+ + ∂−ξ− + ξ+∂+σ + ξ−∂−σ)∂−∂+gij]
+ gij∂−∂+(δgij)
= gij
[
ξ+∂−∂
2
+gij + ξ
−∂+∂
2
−gij
]
− gij(ξ+∂+σ + ξ−∂−σ)∂−∂+gij
= gijξ+(∂−∂
2
+gij − ∂+σ∂+∂−gij)
+ gijξ−(∂+∂
2
−gij − ∂−σ∂+∂−gij)) (A6)
Using (24)-(25), we find that
∂−(∂
2
+gik + ∂+σ∂+gik) = O(r
2) (A7)
∂+(∂
2
−gik + ∂−σ∂−gik) = O(r
2) (A8)
As we already have ∂+∂−σ = O(r) from (23), this implies
that
∂−∂
2
+gik + ∂+σ∂+∂−gik = O(r
2) (A9)
∂+∂
2
−gik + ∂−σ∂+∂−gik = O(r
2) (A10)
Thus we find that (A6) is O(r2), which gives (A5).
9Appendix B: The Dynamical Action
In this section we present the details of the calculation
for deriving the dynamical action in Sec. V. We begin
with the expression for R′+−:
R′+− = −g′+−∂+∂−g′+− + (g′+−)2∂−g′+−∂+g′+−
− 1
2
g′
ij
∂−∂+g
′
ij +O(r
2) (B1)
We can simplify the last term using (A5):
R′+− = −g′+−∂+∂−g′+− + (g′+−)2∂−g′+−∂+g′+−
− 1
2
g′+−g
+−gij∂−∂+gij +O(r
2) (B2)
The first two terms of R′+− can be evaluated in terms of
φ and the background metric gµν :
− g′+−∂+∂−g′+− + (g′+−)2∂−g′+−∂+g′+−
= ∂+φ∂−φ
+ (1 + ∂−ξ
− + ∂+ξ
+)∂+∂−σ
+ ξ+∂2+∂−σ + ξ
−∂+∂
2
−σ
+O(φ3, rφ2) (B3)
We are ignoring terms of O(φ3) and O(rφ2) as we are
working to leading order in (r, φ) and the leading terms
in the action will be at most O(φ2) or O(rφ).
We now evaluate R′ij :
R′ij = R˜
′
ij − g′+−∂+∂−g′ij +O(r) (B4)
The boundary conditions on gµν give
R˜′ij = R˜ij +O(r) (B5)
and therefore
g′
ij
R′ij = g
ijR˜ij − g′ijg′+−∂+∂−g′ij +O(r) (B6)
We can now evaluate R′ using (B3) and (B6):
R′ = 2g′
+−
R′+− + g
′ijR′ij
= 2g′
+− [
∂+φ∂−φ− ∂+∂−σ(1 + ∂+ξ+ + ∂−ξ−)
]
− 2g′+−(ξ+∂2+∂−σ + ξ−∂+∂2−σ)
− 2g+−gij∂−∂+gij + gijR˜ij +O(r) (B7)
We can simplify this expression further by rewriting the
constraint (26) as:
R = −2g+−∂+∂−σ − 2g+−gij∂−∂+gij + gijR˜ij
=ˆ
2nΛ
n− 2 +O(r) (B8)
Using the above expression to simplify (B7) allows us to
write R′ − 2Λ as:
R′ − 2Λ = 2g′+−∂+φ∂−φ (B9)
− 2g′+−∂+∂−σ(1 + ∂+ξ+ + ∂−ξ−) (B10)
− 2g′+−(ξ+∂2+∂−σ + ξ−∂+∂2−σ) (B11)
+ 2g+−∂+∂−σ (B12)
+
4Λ
n− 2 +O(r) (B13)
Note that this is the only step where the constraint (26)
was required: for all the other computations, the con-
straints (23)-(25) were sufficient.
In order to obtain the Einstein-Hilbert action, we mul-
tiply (R′ − 2Λ) by the metric determinant √−g′, which
to leading order is:
√
−g′ =
√
g˜
√
−gˆ(1 + φ) (B14)
Multiplying this with the first term (B9) of (R′ − 2Λ)
then gives:
√
g˜
√
−gˆ (2g+−∂+φ∂−φ) = √g˜√−gˆ (gab∂aφ∂bφ)
=
√
g˜
√
−gˆ (∂aφ∂aφ) (B15)
where the index a ∈ (x+, x−) and gˆab is the induced
metric on the (x+, x−) submanifold.
Similarly, multiplying
√−g′ with the terms (B10)-
(B12) gives:
− 2
√
g˜
(
ξ+∂2+∂−σ + ξ
−∂+∂
2
−σ
)
− 2
√
g˜∂+∂−σ
(
1 + ∂+ξ
+ + ∂−ξ
−
)
+ 2
√
g˜∂+∂−σ(1 + φ) (B16)
This expression simplifies to
2
√
g˜
[
∂+∂−σ(ξ
+∂+σ + ξ
−∂−σ)− ξ+∂2+∂−σ − ξ−∂+∂2−σ
]
(B17)
We now use integration by parts to rewrite (B17) as
= 2
√
g˜∂+∂−σ(ξ
+∂+σ + ξ
−∂−σ + ∂+ξ
+ + ∂−ξ
−)
= −
√
g˜
(
g+−φRˆ
)
= −
√
g˜
√
gˆφRˆ, (B18)
where Rˆ is the Ricci scalar corresponding to the induced
metric gˆab on the (x+, x−) submanifold, and Rˆ is given
by
Rˆ = −2g+−∂+∂−σ (B19)
Finally, multiplying
√−g′ with the last term (B13) of
(R′ − 2Λ) gives:
√
g˜
√
−gˆ 4Λ
n− 2(1 + φ) (B20)
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Combining (B15), (B18), and (B20) gives:
√
−g′(R′ − 2Λ) =
√
g˜
√
−gˆ
[
∂aφ∂
aφ− φRˆ+ λ(1 + φ)
]
with λ = 4Λ
n−2 . The only dependence on the x
i coordi-
nates is in the metric determinant
√
g˜. Thus we may
integrate over these coordinates in the Einstein-Hilbert
action, to obtain the final dynamical action:
Ihor =
a∆
16πG
∫
d2x
√
−gˆ
(
∂aφ∂
aφ− φRˆ + λ(1 + φ)
)
where a∆ is the cross-sectional area of the horizon, and
the variables of integration are (x+, x−).
Appendix C: More General Horizons
In this section we present the details of the calculations
used to derive the dynamical action in Sec. VII, where
we consider a much larger class of horizons that can be
written in the form (48). As in Sec. V, we work to leading
order in (r, φ).
Evaluating the Ricci tensor for metrics of the form
(48), we find:
R+− = −∂−Γ+++ − ∂−Γii+ + ∂iΓi+− + Γi−jΓji+ +O(r2)
= −∂+∂−σ +O(r) (C1)
R−i = ∂−Γ
−
−i − ∂iΓ−−− +O(r)
=
1
2
(∂2−σh+i + ∂
2
−h+i + ∂−σ∂−h+i) +O(r) (C2)
R+i = ∂+Γ
+
+i − ∂iΓ+++ +O(r)
=
1
2
(∂−σ∂+h+i + ∂+∂−h+i) +O(r) (C3)
Thus, in order for gµν to be able to satisfy the Einstein
equations as r → 0, we must have
∂+∂−σ =ˆ O(r) (C4)
∂2−σh+i + ∂
2
−h+i + ∂−σ∂−h+i =ˆ O(r) (C5)
∂−σ∂+h+i + ∂+∂−h+i =ˆ O(r) (C6)
R− 2nΛ
n− 2 =ˆ O(r) (C7)
giving constraints on gµν .
In order to evaluate the Einstein-Hilbert action for g′µν ,
we need to compute
R′ = 2(g
′+−R′+− + g
′i−R′i−) + g
′ijR′ij (C8)
to leading order in (r, φ). We first find
R+− = −∂−Γ+++
+
1
2
[
gij(∂−∂jg+i − ∂i∂jg+− − ∂−∂+gij)
+ (∂−g+j − ∂jg+−)gij(Γ˜kki +
1
2
gk−∂−gik)
+ (∂−g+j − ∂jg+−)(∂−gj− + ∂igij)
− gi−(∂i∂−g+− − ∂2−g+i)
]
+O(r2) (C9)
R−i =
1
2
g+−(∂2−g+i − ∂−∂ig+−)
+
1
2
(g+−)2(∂−g+−)(∂ig+− − ∂−g+i)
+O(r) (C10)
where as before, A˜ denotes a quantity A computed with
respect to the induced metric g˜ij on the r = 0 hypersur-
face. This gives:
2(gi−Ri− + g
+−R+−)
= gi−g+−(∂2−g+i − ∂i∂−g+−)
+ gi−(g+−)2(∂−g+−∂ig+− − ∂−g+−∂ig+i)
− 2∂−Γ+++
+ gijg+−(∂−∂jg+i − ∂i∂jg+− − ∂−∂+gij)
+ g+−(∂−g+j − ∂−g+−)gij(Γ˜kki +
1
2
gk−∂−gik)
+ g+−(∂−g+j − ∂−g+−)(∂igij + ∂−gj−)
+O(r) (C11)
Similarly, we can compute:
gijRij = −gijg+−(∂+∂−gij + ∂i∂jg+−)
+
1
2
gijg+−(∂−∂ig+j + ∂−∂jg+i)
+
1
2
gij(∂jg+−∂ig+− − ∂−g+j∂−g+i)
+ gijg+−∂kg+−Γ˜
k
ij + g
ijR˜ij +O(r) (C12)
We can now compute g′+−R
′ by varying all the quantities
in (C11) and (C12) under a diffeomorphism ξ of the form
(8). We write:
g′+−R
′ = −2g′+−∂−Γ
′+
++ +B(φ, gµν) (C13)
for some function B(φ, gµν). If we can show that
B(φ, gµν)− g′+−(R + 2g+−∂+∂−σ) = O(r2), (C14)
then we can write:
g′+−R
′ = −2g′+−∂−Γ
′+
++ + g
′
+−(R+ 2g
+−∂+∂−σ) +O(r
2)
= 2g′+−(−∂−Γ
′+
++ + g
+−∂+∂−σ)
+ g′+−
2nΛ
n− 2 +O(r
2) (C15)
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Calculating the first term in the above expression, we
find:
2g′+−(−∂−Γ
′+
++ + g
+−∂+∂−σ)
= 2g′+−(−g′+−∂+∂−g′+− + (g′+−)2∂−g′+−∂+g′+−)
+ 2g′+−g
+−∂+∂−σ (C16)
From our work in Appendix A we can see that this is
equivalent to
√
−gˆ(∂aφ∂aφ− φRˆ) (C17)
Looking at the form of the metric in (48), we might be
concerned that xi-dependence will enter through gˆ and
Rˆ, when we are trying to define an action on the (x+, x−)
submanifold. However, recall that g+− = e
σ(u,r,xi) with
σ = ln r+σ0(u)+σ1(x
i)+O(r). Thus the xi-dependence
in
√−gˆ = g+− cancels with the xi dependence in the ki-
netic term ∂aφ∂
aφ = 2g+−∂+φ∂−φ. We have already
established that φ can be interpreted as a field on the
(x+, x−) submanifold to leading order, so the kinetic
term can be defined on the (x+, x−) submanifold. A
similar cancellation of the xi-dependence occurs for the
Rˆ term, as can be seen from the definition (B19) of Rˆ. As
a result, we can interpret the expression (C17) as a quan-
tity defined on the (x+, x−) submanifold, by redefining:
gˆ+− := e
ln r+σ0(u)+O(r) (C18)
and
Rˆ = −2gˆ+−∂+∂−σ (C19)
Substituting (C17) back into (C15) we find:
g′+−(R
′ − 2Λ) =
√
−gˆ(∂aφ∂aφ− φRˆ+ λ˜(1 + φ))
(C20)
where the xi-dependence of
√−gˆ only appears in the last
term, and has been incorporated into λ˜ := 4Λe
σ1(x
i)
n−2 . This
gives:
√
−g′(R′ − 2Λ) =
√
g˜
√
−gˆ(∂aφ∂aφ− φRˆ + λ˜(1 + φ))
(C21)
to leading order in (r, φ). We can integrate over the xi
coordinates, and the first two terms (the kinetic term and
the φRˆ coupling term) give the same results as in Sec. V.
The last term is slightly different, as λ˜ must be included
in the integral over the xi coordinates. In the end we
obtain an action of the same form as Ihor in Sec. V, but
with a slightly different definition for the parameter λ:
λ :=
1
a∆
∫
dn−2xi λ˜
√
g˜, (C22)
where the integral is carried out over the (n− 2) coordi-
nates xi, and a∆ is the cross-sectional area of the horizon.
Now all we have to do is derive (C14) in order to obtain
our final result. By direct computation of g′+−R
′, we find:
B(φ, gµν)− g′+−(R+ 2g+−∂+∂−σ)
= −φgijΓ˜kij∂kg+− + gijΓ˜kij∂k(δg+−) (C23)
− φ∂igij(∂−(δg+j)− ∂j(δg+−)) (C24)
+ ∂ig
ij(∂i(δg+j)− ∂j(δg+−)) (C25)
− φgijΓ˜kki(∂−g+j − ∂jg+−) (C26)
+ gijΓ˜kki(∂i(δg+j)− ∂j(δg+−)) (C27)
− 2φgij(∂−∂jg+i − ∂i∂jg+− − ∂−∂+gij) (C28)
+ 2gij(∂−∂j(δg+i)− ∂i∂j(δg+−)− ∂−∂+(δgij))
(C29)
+
1
2
gijg+−(1− φ)(∂jg′+−∂ig′+− − ∂−g′+j∂−g′+i)
(C30)
− 1
2
gijg+−(1 + φ)(∂jg+−∂ig+− − ∂−g+j∂−g+i)
(C31)
+ 2g
′i−(∂2−g
′
+i − ∂−∂ig′+−) (C32)
− 2gi−(1 + φ)(∂2−g+i − ∂−∂ig+−) (C33)
+ g
′i−g+−(1− φ)∂−g′+−(∂ig′+− − ∂−g′+i) (C34)
− gi−g+−(1 + φ)∂−g+−(∂ig+− − ∂−g+i) (C35)
+ ∂−g
′j−(∂−g
′
+j − ∂jg′+−) (C36)
− ∂−gj−(1 + φ)(∂−g+j − ∂jg+−) (C37)
We simplify the above expression by applying the con-
straints (57)-(59) to the background metric gµν . To sim-
plify the terms (C23):
−φ∂kg+− + ∂k(δg+−) = −φ∂kg+− + ∂k(φg+−)
= g+−∂kφ = O(r
2),
as g+− = O(r) and ∂kφ = O(r) due to the conditions
∂±∂iσ = O(r). It follows that the terms (C23) combine
to give a quantity that is O(r2).
In order to simplify the terms (C24)-(C25) as well as
(C26)-(C27), consider:
− φ(∂−(δg+j)− ∂j(δg+−)) + (∂i(δg+j)− ∂j(δg+−))
= ξ+g+−(∂−σ∂+h+i + ∂−∂+h+i)
+ ξ−g+−(∂
2
−σh+i + ∂−σ∂−h+i + ∂
2
−h+i)
= O(r2) (C38)
by the constraints (58)-(59) on gµν . It follows that the
terms (C24)-(C27) combine to give a quantity that is
O(r2). The terms (C28)-(C29) simplify in the same way
to give a quantity that is O(r2).
We are left with the terms (C30)-(C37). In order to
simplify these terms, we use the fact that
g′
−i
= −g+−(1− φ)g′+jgij +O(r) (C39)
= (1− φ)g−i − (1− φ)g+−gijδg+j +O(r) (C40)
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Direct computation and the application of the constraints
(58)-(59) shows that the terms (C30)-(C37) also combine
to give a quantity that is O(r2). So finally, we find that
(C14) holds. Note that constraint (60) was not required
for these computations.
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